
   

 

 

 

 



 

 

 



King of the Road 

November 2021 

October began with the noggin which unusually was poorly attended. This was followed by this 

month’s event on the 17th, that being a visit to Noord Hoek Ski Boat Club. This is a delightful venue 

with good facilities and a wonderful view of the sea. 

 

As you can see from the ominous clouds in the background and despite an equally negative weather 

forecast the rain kept away (most of the time) and a pleasant braai was enjoyed by those who 

braved the elements. We were joined by members of the Triumph Club – in fact I think they out- 

numbered us! 

 

 

There is one more event for this month. A  mid week lunch at Old Grey on Wednesday 27th October. 

We meet at Old Grey at 12.30pm. 

I have received an email from Zithu Manyela who has a 2004 MGTF and is looking for a set of wheel 

rims. Contact him on 0659797626 or manyelazz@gmail.com. 

The following article is written by Deon Rousseau – thanks Deon. 

mailto:manyelazz@gmail.com


CLASSIC SPORTS CARS 
The sun is out, sky is blue, and the road ahead is arrow straight. You sit back, the wind is 

whipping through your hair. You peer through the windscreen and inhale the sweet clear air 

into your lungs. Ahead of you, under the long, sweeping hood, the familiar burble of a 

contented four- or eight-cylinder engine with its sweet exhaust sound, propelles’ you forward 

to wherever your fancy takes you. 

Then you realize in an open sports car it is the journey that counts, not the destination. It is 

precisely that feeling of unbridled freedom that has made convertibles so popular with the 

car buying public since their first introduction. Open sports cars, especially British ones such 

as MG’s, TR’s and Morgan’s have always represented freedom and wide-open spaces. The 

true enthusiast will always drive their cars with the hood down, rain or shine. 

Today, restoration of classic older sports cars has become very popular amongst car 

enthusiasts. What is it about the past that intrigues us so? Just ahead of us looms the 

unknown of the new millennium, yet, more often we find ourselves looking back rather than 

ahead, back to the time when Abingdon, Silverstone and Detroit were the center of 

automobile manufacturing A possible answer maybe that in those days cars still had 

character. A car was more than a means of getting from A to B. 

Take for instance the MG marque. Seldom has any make of car arouse more emotion than 

MG, maybe because MG’s have always been loved as inexpensive and cheerful sports cars. 

They were dream cars that ordinary folks could afford. But so also were Triumph Spitfires, 

TR’s and Morgan’s The engines were easy to work on and the cars fun to drive. It was mainly 

during the post war period (1950’s and 60’s) that the attractive range of Triumph sports cars 

emerged beginning with the popular TR range. Regarding Morgan’s, Peter Morgan was the 

founder of this family business, building sports cars since the early 1930’s. The popular plus 

8, built on a wooden ash frame body, accelerated like a space age rocket. It sported the 

longest logo of British sports cars “I love my God, my country and my Morgan but not 

necessary in that order!” 

In South Africa the first open car (Horseless Carriage) appeared in Berea Park, Pretoria on 

Monday January 4, 1897. It was a Benz, imported and owned by John Percy Hess. During its 

first exhibition Paul Kruger (President of the Transvaal Republic) was offered a ride. However, 

the declined the invitation! 

Today classic convertibles represent great marques of yesteryear. So, folks, hold onto your 

cars. Selling a classic sports car always leads to regret afterwards. Rather keep them in the 

family. Remember one never really owns an MG, TR or Moggy, you merely look after them 

for the next generation. 

References: 

Harvey, Chris 1985 Great Marques. Octopus Books. 

Robson, Graham, 1988 Spitfire and GT 6. Temple Press. 

Morgan, Peter, 1974 Morgan Motor Cars. Malvern Sports Car Company. 

Schnetler, Fred, 1997 A century of cars. Tafelberg Publishers. 



 

 

The tread of the tyre 

 

The tread of the tyre is one of the most important components, and the appearance is often one of 

the deciding points why people will buy a certain tyre or not.  

 

We will never buy a tyre if we do not like the appearance of the tread. The tread, or rather the lack 

of it is usually the reason why a tyre has to be replaced, as it is the wearing surface on the tyre. 

 

Let us look at what it has to do. 

 

The tread has to transmit the forces for acceleration, braking and then cornering from the vehicle to 

the road surface, so has to provide the necessary grip. The total footprint area of all four tyres on a 

vehicle is no bigger that a piece of A4 paper. 

 

When you consider that most vehicles weigh in the order of 1500 kg, and are capable of speeds well 

in excess of our legal limit of 120 km/h, this is quite a tall order to ask of the tyre.  

 

The tread has certain features, the most noticeable being the tread grooves. Contrary to popular 

belief, they do not disperse the water from the footprint, but are designed to hold water in them in 

order for the raised portion of the tread, or blocks, to make physical contact with the road in wet 

conditions. At speeds of around 120 km/h, there is no way that the water will channel itself through 

the tread grooves and come out of the footprint or side of a tyre.  

 

To give you an idea as to how much water the tyre would have to process at 120 km/h, consider the 

depth of water at 2mm and the tyre size of 205/55 R16, each tyre would have to process nearly 12 

litres per second – the equivalent of running your garden hose at full blast for 6 seconds. 

 

If the depth of water is too much, the depth of the tread too little, or the speed of the vehicle too 

high for the tread grooves to process this water, then aquaplaning will occur, and the tyres loose 

contact with the road. 

 



As the tyre wears down, the amount of water that it can process reduces, and it becomes dangerous 

in the wet. 

 

This is the tyres ability to process water in order to help prevent aquaplaning.  

 

However, the tyre tread also has to provide the grip on a wet surface. This is largely from the tread 

rubber compound of the tyre. There are conditions that exist where road grime, such as oil and 

grease, is present on the road surface, and no matter what tyre is fitted to the vehicle, if the speed is 

too high for these conditions, it will skid or slip. Typical situations are traffic lights or stop streets, 

particularly when the road is wet. It is vital that driving styles are adjusted to accommodate these 

conditions. 

 

 

 

 

Rodney Idris                February 2021 

                                            

Thanks Rodney for this series. They have been very interesting. 

 

 

 



The Road to Nanjing 

 

 

The MGF was the first wholly new MG sports car since the introduction of the MGB in 1962. It was 

the world’s first affordable mid-engineered roadster and it was all British. 

Gerry McGovern was responsible for the styling. 

Pictured left is the concept car in 1985. 

Rover planned to build 12000 a year. The engine was 

their own 1.8 litre aluminium K series unit with twin 

overhead camshafts mounted behind the driving 

compartment. It was available in two forms: the basic 

model that could attain 120 mph  and a variable valve 

control model (VVC) that was capable of 130 mph. 

Rover’s all-alloy 24 valve engine dated from 1996 and was 

available in 2 and 2.5 litre forms respectively in the MG ZS 

and ZT saloons. The picture was taken in 2001 to 

commemorate the 100,000th example. 

In 1996 the first full year of production it was Britain best 

selling sports car. Although exported it did not sell in the 

traditional American market as Rover did not have the 

financial resources to allow it to be specially engineered. 

In 2000 Steptronic automatic transmission was 

introduced. After 6 years of ownership and with mounting 

losses BMW sold Rover to the Phoenix Consortium for a 

token GBP10. They possessed the former Austin factory. 



The MG range of 2001 pictured 

at Longbridge. 

Left to right 

MG ZT-T, MG ZT, MG ZS, MG ZR, 

and MGF 

 

 

The MGF was given a facelift in 2002 with the 

arrival of the MGTF. So called, they say as its 

nose mirrored the original TF of 1954/5, 

although personally I can’t see it. It had 

revised suspension and an optional tonneau 

cover. The MG Xpower SV appeared in that 

year. It was based the Qvale Mangusta, MG 

Rover having purchased the Italian 

manufacturer in 2001. It was powered by a 

4.6 litre Ford Mustang engine and had a top speed of 195mph but with a price tag of GBP65,000, it 

had few takers. It was the fastest ever MG road car. 

 

However in June 2004 partnership talks began with the Shangai Automotive Industry Corporation of 

China, but these collapsed. On 7th April 2005 MG Rover came to an end. However it wasn’t the end 

as in July 2005 the name and manufacturing rights were purchased for GBP53 million by a rival 

company, the Nanjing Automobile Corporation. And so concludes the Road to Nanjing. I wonder 

what Cecil Kimber would have to say about all that. 



 

The first Chinese built MGTF unveiled 

by  Nanjing Automobile on 27th March 

2007. The Chinese characters “MG” are 

pronounced Ming Gue, which means a 

“famous high-ranked person” A far cry 

from Morris Garages ! 

 

 

 

Future Events 

Wednesday 27th October Mid week lunch at Old Grey. Meet at Old Grey at 12.30pm 

Wednesday 3rd November  Noggin at EPVCC Fire ready at 7.00pm 

SATURDAY 13th November. Lunch at Ripple Hotel in Patensie. Meet at old Makro turn off onto the 

N2 at 11.30am 

Wednesday 24th November  Tour and lunch at Kragga Kamma Game Park. Our member, Garnet 

Cantor has kindly offered us entry and a tour of the Park on one of their vehicles at no charge 

followed by lunch in their restaurant at our own expense. Meet at 11.00am at the main gate where 

there is security for our vehicles. 

Wednesday 1st December  Noggin at EPVCC  Fire ready at 7.00pm 

Sunday 5th December Christmas Lunch at Elephant Walk. There will be the usual subsidy by the Club 

of R70 per member. If you wish to attend and havn’t already informed her, contact Tracy Yoko on 

tracy.yoko09@gmail.com or phone 0722615121. 

Friday 17th December   Display of pre 1960 MG’s at EPVCC from 5.00pm. So get all those Magnettes, 

T Types and MGAs out and bring them along!! 

Triumph and Morris Club members  are welcome to attend the above events except for the 

Christmas lunch.  
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Service Providers 

Service Provider and Address Telephone Email/Website Type of Service 

Ace Auto Electrical   3 Todd St 
North End P E 

0414842640  Good diagnostics 
(Paul Allen) 

Bearing Man  320 Kempston Road 
Holland Park P E 

0414537330   

Cableman, 303 Kempston Rd 
Sidwell PE 

0414536007 cablemanpe@ 
telkomsa.net 

Cables for speedos rev 
counters and 
Accelerator 

Cape Parts Distributors 11 
Paterson Rd  North End  PE 

0414871471  Brake & Clutch 
Hydraulic Components 
 

Chromeworks,(Peter Rist), 6A 
Sidwell Avenue Sidwell 

0414841533 
0828558628 

chromeworkspe@ 
yahoo.co.za 

Chroming (PETSCC  Member 

D N Atomotive, 25 King Edward 
Street Newton Park PE 

0413641017 dnauto@lantic.net Service and repairs on 
modern MG’s(F & TF)Also 
Electronic diagnosis 

East Cape Clutch and Brake 17 Rundle Street Sidwell 0414511669 clutch and brake 
components fitment 

East Cape Mountings, 39 Rundlell 
St  Sidwell PE 

0414515968  Re- manufacture of engine 
mountings 

Edwards (John), 20 Murrel Cresc. 
Framesby PE 

0724444398  Retired autoelectrician 
Experience with classics 

Etching Foundry, 1A Reith St 
Sidwell PE 

0414532573 etchingfoundry@ 
mweb.co.za 
www.etchingfoundry.co.za 

Metal Badges 

Generator House, 5 Goldsmith St 
North End  PE 

0414845867 www.theauto.co.za/ 
generator-house 

Aubrey 
Autoelectrical Repairs 

Guscott’s Engine Rebuilders 55 
Kempston Road Sidwell. 

0413747300  Specific engineering work on 
engines of classic cars by Jeff 
Guscott 

Holden- Jones (Russell), MGCC 
Member 

0832566927 russellholdenjones@gmail 
.com 

Water pump and other 
components repair 

Industrial Rubber, 15 Richard 
Street sidwell 

0414534437/0837491876 peindrubber@telkomsa.net wide selection of rubber 
profiles 

Lokhose, (A & A Murphy), - MGCC 
Members,  18 Sutton Rd Sidwell 
PE 

0414532974 
0825683605 
 

 Hydraulics & Pneumatics 

Motor Mod  Fettes Road N End P E  Mechanical Modifications 

Nel’s Motor Trimmers, 21 
Hancock Street N End 

041484222 nelsmotorspe@gmail.com Upholsterer (MGCC Member) 

P E Hydraulics, 46 Sidwell Ave. , 
Sidwell P E  

041451 4332 rakesh@pehydraulics.co.za Hydraulics components 
LOKHOSE CANNOT SUPPLY 

Powerflow, Frank Street Newton 
Park P E  

0413655855 newtonpark@powerflowexhausts.com Stainless steel exhausts and  
repairs 

Pro Seals and Bearings,  2 
Commercial Centre 
Commercial Rd PE 

0414534678 sales@proseals.co.za Good selection of seals & 
Bearings 
Take sample 

Pro Tek Heads, 6 Hammond Street 
Sidwell 

0414539765  aluminium welding ie. 
Thermostat housing 

Ronnie Reed Clutch 75 Haupt Street Sidwell  041 4532227 brake and clutch 

The Sports Car Centre, 11 
Westmeath Rd 
Parkview  Jo’brg 

0116461631 
0114860021 

sportscar@mweb.co.za MG Parts 
Alan & Denise Uzell 

Tyler (George) 17 Gonubie St. 
Sherwood 

0829617601  Upholsterer  

Wheeltech, 31 Fettes Road N End 
P E  
 

0413733052  bushes etc  

Speedyquip 3 Prince Alfred Rd 
Derek Elliot MGCC Member 

0414841506 sales@speedyquip.co.za 
www.speedyquip.co.za 

Accessories 

Pop’s Auto Shop 
Graeme Reid Club Member 

0829012442 
041 0040349 

www.popsauto.co.za Vehicle Repair and 
Maitenance 

 

 


